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WELCOME
Hello and welcome

It has taken a little longer to get issue 6 out to you. This is possibly
the best issue of the Workout Magazine yet. You have on the cover a
top fitness trainer, LA Muscle athlete and TV star in the form of Ryan
Libbey and the magazine is packed full of new articles and useful
information for your training, diet and physical activity goals.
LA Muscle has also been busy with new innovative supplements as
well as growing its fan-base in the specialist motoring industry! It
seems that many of the LA Muscle fans wanted to see more of the
various LA Muscle mascots, so we have been showcasing some of
them, especially through social media.
LA Muscle is a sports nutrition brand as well as a luxury lifestyle
brand. Whether your goal is purely sports or you like to see pretty
things, there is something for everyone to enjoy when interacting
with LA Muscle.
The LA Muscle Workout Magazine is now distributed in most
reputable gyms and has established itself as a major new player in
the muscle & fitness media arena. We hope you enjoy this issue and
if you want to read and see even more, please go to The Lounge on
lamuscle.com which is updated regularly or check out LA Muscle’s
social media pages, updated several times a day.
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SHREDDED DIESEL

It is extremely aggressive on the pre-workout
side yet totally passive when it comes to giving
you a post-workout downer! And this is exactly
the kind of pre-workout you need. One that gives
you an incredible kick before your workout but is
not going to give you a bummer of a come-down
afterwards.
The scientifically researched formula behind
Possessed ensures you get the best pre-workout on the market whilst ensuring you do not
get any nasty side effects. Possessed is fast becoming LA Muscle’s no.1 selling supplement as
there is nothing else on the market that touches
it in terms of results, taste and effectiveness of
formula. Possessed is 100% Pharma Grade and
contains no artificial ingredients.
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Ex Marine, Personal Trainer, Chef

BACK TO
BASICS
DB FITNESS
AND NUTRITION
PROMOTE
THE BACK TO
BASICS IDEA
OF NUTRITION,
NO FADS, NO
STARVING
YOURSELF AND
NO BOXED
MEALS!

B

ack to basics (B2B) is an effort to eat like we used
to back in the day, with a significant move away
from processed foods…. If your Gran didn’t cook or
eat it, neither should you, with one exception, your cheat
day! Mine is a Sunday, when I’ll eat whatever I fancy. This
also remains flexible, as I don’t want a strict schedule to
get in the way of every day life! This cheat day will shock
your metabolism but remember a cheat day is to allow you
to eat the things you have been restricting, not to eat to
excess!
So what is (B2B), anything we could hunt or find – meats,
fish, nuts, leafy greens, seasonal veggies and seeds. Sorry,
the pasta, cereal and sweets will have to go! Instead,
you’ll be eating things like chicken stir fry, fish dishes and
steamed or roasted Mediterranean vegetables.
I don’t like keeping track of how much I’ve eaten or
obsessing over how many grams of a particular nutrient
I’ve had (with the exception of protein). Not only do I
hate counting calories but I know that calories are really
only half the battle, as they’re not all created equal – 400
calories of Doritos do NOT affect your body in the same
way as 400 calories of high-quality vegetables or protein.
If you can implement just a few of these ideas and
remove certain types of food from your diet, you can stop
worrying about counting calories forever.

I’D LOVE TO SUGGEST
A PARTICULAR TYPE OF
EATING THAT DOESN’T
REQUIRE COUNTING A
SINGLE CALORIE AND
ALLOWS YOU TO EAT
UNTIL YOU’RE NO LONGER
HUNGRY. IT CAN HELP YOU
LOSE FAT, BUILD MUSCLE
AND GET IN THE BEST
SHAPE OF YOUR LIFE.
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Firstly, i’d like to explain the word “diet.”
A lot of people associate the word diet
with a calorie restriction for weight loss,
however your diet is simply what you
consume in the way of food and drink,
so we all have a “diet” some are better
than others! You see, years ago, before
healthy choice meals and pre-packed
boxed meals with 6 month use by dates,
our ancient ancestors thrived as hunter-gatherers. Although it’s been a really
long time, our genetics haven’t changed
that much since then. The average man
back then: tall, muscular, agile, athletic
and incredibly versatile. The average man
now: overweight, out of shape, stressed
out, unhappy and sometimes sleep deprived. The reason being a few thousand
years ago humans discovered farming,
the agricultural revolution took off and
we advanced from hunter-gatherers to
farmers. We settled down, formed societies and the human race progressed to
what we are today.

The government continues to recommend
6-11 servings of grains a day and people
continue to get fatter by the day. 66% of us
are overweight, 33% are considered obese,
and those numbers are only getting worse.
Clearly something’s not right. The (B2B)
is an effort to go back to eating how we’re
biologically designed to eat, allowing us to
tap into our genetic potential and start living
healthier immediately. Grains are composed of
carbohydrates and those carbs are turned into
glucose (a type of sugar) in our system which is
used for energy and various other tasks to help
our body function – any glucose that isn’t used
as energy is stored as fat.

THE PROBLEM
IS, OUR BODIES
NEVER ADJUSTED
PROPERLY TO
EATING ALL THE
GRAINS THAT
WE WERE NOW
FARMING. SO,
INSTEAD OF
LOADING UP ON
MEAT, VEGETABLES
AND SEASONAL
FRUITS, WE’VE
BECOME A SPECIES
“DEPENDENT” UPON
GRAINS - BREAD,
PASTA, RICE, CORN
AND SO ON.

Sugar causes an energy spike and subsequent
crash in your system and turns to fat unless
it’s used immediately. Many studies have
shown that an incredible number of diseases
and lifestyle issues can be reversed with these
three simple changes. So, if we’re not eating
300+ grams of carbs every day, where are we
supposed to get our energy? Our bodies are
designed to operate on a lower amount of
carbohydrates than what we’re used to eating,
so when there is an absence of carbs, our body
will take stored fat and burn THAT for energy
in a process called ketogenesis.

THE B2B IDEA ALMOST
COMPLETELY
ERADICATES SUGAR.
UNLESS YOU’RE GETTING
YOUR SUGAR FROM A
FRUIT, FORGET IT.

SO, LESS CARBS = LESS
GLUCOSE IN YOUR
SYSTEM, WHICH MEANS
YOUR BODY WILL HAVE
TO START BURNING FAT
AS YOUR FUEL SOURCE.
WINNER!
Carbs still serve a purpose in our diets but
they’re not essential. I prefer to get my carbs
from vegetables, sweet potatoes and fruit.
These foods are naturally occurring in the wild
and don’t need to be processed in any way
(unlike grains) in order to be consumed. The
other great thing about vegetables is that you
can eat as many of them as you like. They’re
incredibly nutrient dense and calorie light –
six servings of broccoli (and who would eat 6
servings at once?) contain 180 calories and
only 36 grams of carbs. A single serving of
pasta (and NOBODY eats just one serving of
pasta) has 200 calories and 42 grams of carbs.
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Body
Dysmorphic
Disorder
Demetris
Ieronymides

Living and working within the fitness industry
one can certainly agree that appearance is a
very important aspect of it. All of us spend time
in front of the mirror checking out our looks
but some definitely spend more time than
others with some even unable to stop checking
their appearance and become obsessive. This
can go on to develop what is called a Body
DYSMORPHIC DISORDER (BDD).

T

his constant preoccupation on
appearance and possible or
imaginable body flaws is what
we call BDD. BDD involves obsessions
regarding the body’s appearance and
body image. A lot of the body flaws or
the imperfections they see can be tiny
but the obsessive thoughts magnify
them. Some of these obsessions are
so distressing for the individual that
they might make them feel they are too
horrible to be seen.
Some behaviors accompanied by
BDD are compulsions and avoidance.
Compulsions involve ‘fixing’ the tension
caused by the obsessive thoughts. This
can provide a temporary relief from the
painful distress and tension caused by
the distorted body image. Avoidance
behavior is also part of BDD. Avoiding
to be seen or covering up their face, not
participating in activities, all these are
examples of avoidance behavior that a
person with BDD can exhibit.
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Earlier
we did
define BDD
but what
exactly
causes
it in the
first
place?
With BDD being closely linked to
Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD),
anxiety disorders and depression,
experts argue that serotonin is to blame
here. Serotonin is one of the brain’s
neurotransmitters and problems in
controlling serotonin can lead to anxiety
disorders, OCD, depression and in our case
BDD. Obviously some people are more
prone to serotonin imbalances and that’s
the reason behind why not everybody
develops BDD.
An important aspect of being diagnosed
with BDD is not only genetic but cultural
as well. Verbal bullying, rude comments
about appearance and unkind comments
(usually when someone is growing up) can
contribute to an increased likelihood of
developing BDD. It is widely believed that
signs of BDD start become evident in teen
years and if left untreated can continue to
adulthood.
BDD can interfere with people’s lives,
taking away the sunshine and introducing
darkness and distress. A mental health
practitioner can always help with
alleviating these bad symptoms and giving
back to the person the happiness and the
energy to enjoy life once again.
Our world nowadays is mainly revolving
around fitness, staying healthy, having a six
pack and big arms, nice glutes and toned
legs. Is this what health is though? Being
constantly obsessed about our body parts
and always seeking perfection? Yes do set
your goals high, do train and ask the best
for yourselves, but when this becomes an
addiction I think you should take a step
back and visualize things.
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CONTROL
YOUR
APPETITE
ANYTIME
LOSE WEIGHT
AND GET LEAN

TAKE YOUR
BRAIN TO HIGHER
REVS WITH LIMITLESS
LIMITLESS is a very powerful super-pill by LA
Muscle. It can be used as a pre-workout as well
as an every day tiredness blaster. LIMITLESS
acts directly on your brain and its hormones
to make you more alert, awake, faster and to
enhance your cognitive skills.
It all sounds too good and you bet! LIMITLESS
really is too good. You have to try it for yourself
to see what an incredible supplement it is. The
beauty of LIMITLESS is that you can actually
feel and see its benefits for yourself in just one
pill. LIMITLESS comes with LA Muscle’s unique
guarantee that if you don’t love it, you don’t pay
for it; as simple as that.
LIMITLESS is not a gimmicky pill.
LIMITLESS is an incredible supplement

scientifically researched and developed
by LA Muscle Laboratories, containing:
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CYANCOBALAMIN - also known as

vitamin-B12 is required for proper red
blood cell formation which carry valuable
oxygen to the cell to produce energy.
L-GLYCINE - a non-essential amino acid
responsible for the conversion of glucose
into energy.
KOLA NUT EXTRACT - a natural source
of caffeine which regulates the body’s
central nervous, providing more energy.
SIBERIAN GINSENG - increases energy
and reduces the effects of stress and
anxiety.
L-LYSINE - is an essential amino acid
which plays a vital role converting fatty
acid to energy.
L-PHENYLALANINE - an essential amino
acid which can reduce fatigue and
depression.
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NEIL ANDERSON

WBFF MUSCLE MODEL

ARMS ARE THE BODY
PART EVERYYOUNG BOY
WANTS TO DEVELOP,
BICEPS DRIPPING OFF THE
ARM THAT PEAK EFFORTLESSLY WITH VASCULAR
PERFECTION, FRAMED BY
DIAMOND SHAPED
TRICEPS THAT LOOK AS
FULL FROM THE FRONT AS
THEY DO BEHIND

Bringing
the “Gun
Show”
12

I

nvariably, the first exercise performed with weights
is a bicep curl. As a teenager, I started to lift and
develop fairy quickly, however as my chest, back
and shoulders grew, my arms didn’t seem to gain to
the same degree. I increased the workload on arms
to develop them as best I could however progress was
slower than elsewhere. To a certain extent, they still
took a back seat to the bigger body parts, as should
probably be the case, however at times though you have
to address short falls in your physique. Make changes
that could dramatically alter your physique and even help
performance creating stronger synergists for compound
movements. However it took me a long time, too long, to
really focus on arms or at least come to terms with how
to properly test and develop them. I can gladly say after
feeling they have let me down in the past that they are no
longer a weak area for me.
The upper arm is made up of a muscular conglomeration
consisting of the elbow extensors, long head of the
triceps brachii, lateral head of triceps brachii and
the medial head of triceps brachii. Elbow flexors, the
Biceps brachii and brachialis. The three heads of the
triceps are said to make up about 2/3 of the upper arm
and it is accepted that to bring a big set of arms the
obvious size difference requires even greater emphasis
than the smaller two heads of the biceps. Personally
whilst engaging in compounds working chest and
shoulders I would get reasonable developmental progress
on triceps.

BY THE TIME
ARMS WERE
TRAINED IT WAS
EITHER LATE IN
A BUSY WEEK
OR LATER IN
A WORKOUT
WHEN I WAS
TOO TIRED TO
DELIVER. THIS
APPROACH HAD
TO CHANGE
The same should be said about back exercises relative
to biceps, however my back would dominate the lifts
and the biceps, as synergists, really didn’t seem to
engage that well. As with the majority of individuals
training I put emphasis on general size and the
pleasure of shifting big weights. By the time arms were
trained it was either late in a busy week or later in a
workout when I was too tired to deliver. This approach
had to change, as did other aspects of arm training as
was once said “you do what you always did, you get
what you always got”.
There had no doubt been continued developments
simply lifting heavy weights as I have always done
on all body parts, however tempos, rep ranges and
weights hadn’t changed in some time. On biceps
especially I was more focused on weight than I was
on form, my dominant shoulders would carry the
burden of the larger loads at the expense of quality
bicep engagement. This has to be one of the most
common mistakes I witness on a daily basis when it
comes to bicep work, yet it is sometimes hard to break
convention and drop our egos. Triceps I maybe didn’t
vary rep ranges enough to get over humps and again
tempos hadn’t changed over lot of months, we tend to
settle into a daily grind that doesn’t change much over
time and this simply causes plateaus.
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HOW DID
I STRIP BACK
MY METHODS
TO DEVELOP
LAGGING
ARMS?
Tempo, arm only days, reduced load in favour of
form, variations on standard movement patterns,
greater volume, super-sets, giant sets and fst7.
It should be noted that these variations were
introduced over time for set phases lasting about
4 weeks. I am a big believer that when it comes to
adaptation- whereby the body develops muscle to
cope with increasing work loads, that the increasing
work load has to remain over the same basic
movement patterns for a long enough period for
the body to develop. The variable that changed in
each phase was the resistance so the body is put
under greater stress week on week and develops in
order to cope.
TEMPO THAT ALLOWS FOR
A REST AT THE END OF THE
RANGE OF MOVEMENT BEFORE
HITTING THE NEXT REP WITH
PACE ALLOWS THE BODY
TO IMPROVE SIGNALS TO
MOTOR UNITS, ALLOWING
GREATER RECRUITMENT OF
MUSCLE FIBRES.

Basically the brain sends signals to motor units,
recruiting muscle fibres to carry out a particular
movement. When we pause at the long point of
the muscle or the end of the eccentric (lowering
of the weight) phase of the movement it requires
a huge recruitment of fibres, particularly as there
is no momentum to assist with the movement.
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The more we practice the approach, the greater
the number of fibres called into action during the
range of movement and thus strength is improved,
another result is hypertrophy. Now this is true
when it comes to a massive load too, however
at the end of the rep range of a bicep curl with
a very heavy weight, the first movement of the
weight likely comes from the deltoid under the
heavy load. With a lighter load with the pause, we
can recruit the bicep for the full range. Over this
tempo or rest/pause phase of my training the loads
were increased week-week, the pumps were arm
splitting, the DOMS ferocious and my strength
steadily improved. Variations were performed,
for example a concentration curl on a 45 degree
bench hammer grip with a 3 second eccentric and
1 second concentric phase, I would rotate to a
supinated grip to engage the peak more effectively,
a great technique outline by Charles Polloquin.
Otherwise sets would include hammer grips,
supinated (underhand grip) and pronated (overhand
grip) in order to cover all movements the Bicep
is capable of and to engage as much myofibril
as possible. Triceps I did the same however with
a range of compound movements too, these
allow for the greatest load to be lifted and thus
greater development, for example a close grip
bench. On the close bench the focus was elbows
dropping close to the body just below the chest, I
concentrate on generating the force from triceps
(again the pause on the low point allows focus
and move with pace to illicit strength gains). All
exercises were stripped back to about 85% of what I
would ordinarily lift at that range, at the start of my
campaign. I increased approximately 5% a week for
4 weeks putting me at week four over my previous
best with less than perfect form.
THE OLD BODYBUILDING
STANDARD OF BACK AND
BICEPS HAD SEEN ME UNDER
LIFT ON BICEPS FOR A LONG
TIME. I SIMPLY CHANGED
THAT TO WORK BICEPS WITH
CHEST, THIS WOULD ALLOW A
MORE FOCUSED EFFORT ON MY
PART.

Also the possibility of actively stretching
the biceps during presses working as antagonists
to the triceps may allow greater pump when
the focus is turned to biceps. The additional
benefit of the biceps working a couple days
later as synergists to the back on back
and triceps day maintains protein synthesis at
the muscle. I would then top this off by adding an
addition biceps and triceps day for a few weeks
at a time. This method I ran for a couple phases
including first7 when I used 7 sets of 10 on bicep
exercises and 7 sets of 7 with 30-second rest at the
end of workouts for crazy pumps and additional

volume. I then included giant sets in the next
4-week phase followed by simple straight sets
followed by push/pull/legs repeat; a method used
by the legendary Kevin Levrone a hero of mine
from the golden era of bodybuilding. During this
phase due to the focused effort I started to feel
my biceps working harder during back exercises,
the firing patterns in the kinetic chain appeared to
be favouring my arms more. Even on push days I
would feel my triceps working well during the chest
and shoulder sets. Finally I could say my lifting was
more balanced in terms of developing the more
rounded and classically favoured physique now I
need not envy those guys that do a set of chins and
their biceps are as pumped as their lats!

MY FAVOURITE
WORKOUT
FOR BICEPS
AND TRICEPS
OVER
BICEP GIANT
SET X4
CLOSE SUPINATED CHINS 4-6
(4 second eccentric/lowering phase, pause
2 seconds, fast/controlled concentric/lifting
phase approx. 1 sec)
SEATED 45 DEGREE CURLS,
1 ¼ REPS X 8-10 (3 second eccentric, no
pause, 1 second concentric)
SEATED 45-DEGREE HAMMER
CURLS 10-12 (3 second eccentric, 2
second pause, 1 second concentric)

TRICEPS GIANT
SET X4
WEIGHTED CLOSE GRIP DIPS
6-8 (4 second eccentric,
2 second pause, 1 concentric)
LYING CLOSE GRIP
(Watson hammer grip)
triceps extension 6-8 (3,1,1)
OVERHEAD ROPE EXTENSION
10-12 (3,1,1)
BICEP EZ CURL X12 SUPERSET
TRICEPS KICK BACK X12 X3-4
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EXTREME RECOVERY

SCULPT

PHARMA GRADE
SUPPLEMENT
TRY THE ONLY
PATENTED PHARMA
GRADE SUPPLEMENT
DESIGNED FOR WEIGHT
LOSS AND MUSCLE
BUILDING ALL
AT ONCE

Many companies
purport to sell
Conjugated Linoleic
Acid (CLA) these
days and for some
ridiculously cheap
prices. If you have
been buying their
CLA why don’t you
ask them if it is the
original Patented
version, the Tonalin
CLA and the Pharma
Grade CLA? It may
be a while before
they answer you :)
Original, certified,
proper CLA is
expensive stuff
and only a handful
of companies in the world have the licence
to sell it. LA Muscle is one of them. Why is LA
Muscle’s CLA so special? Because it is the actual
Conjugated Linoleic Acid as shown in scientific
studies to do some amazing things. Other socalled CLAs are just vegetable oil or sunflower
oil... but you would never know.

THE “REAL DEAL” CLA DOES
THE FOLLOWING:
● Reduces Cortisol instantly so you preserve all
your muscle and your body will no longer tap
into muscle mass to use it for fuel.
● Burns body fat day and night. In fact without
wanting to promote laziness, Sculpt burns fat
even if you are not exercising.
● Sculpt makes better use of protein, so
you get more muscular literally overnight!

REPO is an incredible new cutting-edge, scientifically
developed intra and post workout recovery supplement
by LA Muscle.
REPO contains the correct ratio of Pharma Grade Branch
Chain Amino Acids (BCAAs), Glutamine, Beta-Alanine and
Citrulline.
REPO is THE “extreme recovery” supplement, putting you
back together after your gruelling workouts.
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Sculpt is revolutionary and even
better, it is 100% natural. Some even
use it for better health all round. If
you want to try just one supplement
for building lean muscle mass and
reducing body-fat (DRAMATICALLY
reducing body-fat), then Sculpt is
the one.
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NOW TO MAKE SOMETHING
WORK AND LAST YOU HAVE
TO ENJOY WHAT YOU DO.
DAVID
ROWE

ENJOY
TRAINING
AND DEVELOP
A LIFESTYLE
SO WHAT CAN WE DO TO TURN THIS
IDEA INTO A LIFESTYLE AND NOT JUST
A FLASH IN THE PAN?

W

e’re nearing the end of the new year and
most of us will be looking at the resolutions
we made which inevitably involved fat loss,
adding muscle, getting toned, fitter and going to the gym and will question have we done enough
to make sure we’re happy with in keeping with where we
planned to be by now.
Now as we know this is a good idea in theory but when
trying to execute this and even take it past that initial 4-6
week marks when the enthusiasm and motivation wears
off is hard.
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Well this is an individually specific thing but looking at what
you actually want to achieve and setting some goals will be
a good start. Having the vague goal of “I am going to start
going to the gym” or “I want big muscles and a six pack” will
not work, it is too general. You want to ask yourself “Why do I
want to go to the gym?”“What do I want to achieve?” Once you
have decided this you can then start to add in some realistic
time frames for your changes, some goals and targets to hit
like dropping half a stone in 6 weeks. With all of that in mind,
how you go about achieving your goals will be different. Going
to the gym, which is what everyone thinks of straight away, is
only one option to choose from as there are plenty more which
I will go into shortly.

For example if your goal is to increase your fitness and
lose body fat, running on the treadmill for 30 mins, 1
hour, 2 hours might not be for you and to me sounds
hideous. So why do it? Generally it will be down to
a lack of expertise or guidance in this area so do not
be afraid to ask for help from a personal trainer or
fitness instructor to help you on your way. The fact is
that a certain exercise could theoretically be the best
exercise in the world for fitness or fat loss but guess
what; if you don’t like what you are doing you will not
enjoy it. You will get bored, you will lose enthusiasm
and stop trying as hard and then, yes you’ve guessed
it, you’ll give up until January next year. My point
being is that if you don’t like to run – don’t run. If
you don’t like to cycle - don’t cycle there is always
something else to try.

“INSTEAD OF
CONCENTRATING
ON CONVENTIONAL
METHODS OF
WORKING OUT,
THINK OUTSIDE
THE BOX”

So instead of concentrating on conventional methods
of working out, think outside the box a little. Think
about what you might enjoy or like and how that can be
utilised to your advantage. Let me give you an example;
if you dislike weight training in the gym and hate the
monotonous nature of the cardio equipment then maybe
try a class like boxercise, spinning, circuits, kettlebells etc.
Try getting a friend involved and go together, the class
will be led by an instructor who will give you that extra
motivation you might need.
Now you might not like the idea of anything I have just
mentioned so for those of you that don’t give these
alternatives a try; Rock climbing, surfing, dance classes,
martial arts, swimming, coastal walking, ice skating.
Whatever it is you choose find something you like the
sound of and then just do it you might end up loving it
and bingo you have found a new hobby and have met
some new people. Win win. If you do then lose interest
then try something else, it’s not the end of the world.
Fitness is all about trial and error.
Remember it does not have to be the stereo-typical gym
exercises that you do. The most important factor here is
to enjoy what you do and it will not seem like a chore so
therefore you are more likely to continue this for a long
time. This concept will cover a wide aspect of your lifestyle
too from the diet you choose to the work you do. So use it
to stay on track in all aspects of your life.
Now get active, get that body moving and see those
results start to happen.weeks. With everything that has
just been said how you go about achieving your goals will
be different. Going to the gym which is what everyone
thinks of straight away is only one option to choose from
there are plenty more which I will go into shortly
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COMPLETE
ALL-IN-ONE

IF YOU
WANT TO TAKE

JUSTONE
SUPPLEMENT,
THIS IS IT…

Some people don’t have the budget or
time to take many different supplements.
Complete by LA Muscle is an all-in-one
synergistic formula of the best ingredients
proven to build muscle, shred fat and give
you that big, lean muscular look.
Complete is stronger than ALL OTHER
all-in-one supplements on the market.
Just check their labels against
Complete and you will see.
If you have tried other all-in-ones and been
disappointed with the mixing,
taste or results then you have to try
Complete.
You REALLY HAVE TO!

By taking Complete
you save money:
● Replaces your daily protein shake
●Replaces your post-workout

protein shake
● Replaces your post-workout
carbohydrate shake
● Replaces your amino acid pills
● Replaces your Creatine powder
● Replaces your Glutamine
pills or powder
● Replaces the need for fat burners
as it contains CLA

LA Whey Premium Protein 28g. The
best protein for your muscles, 100% pure whey
protein, highest Biological Value meaning more
protein gets deposited in your muscles than any
other protein.
Milk Protein Isolate - A slow drip feed
of protein to feed your muscles 24/7 for
continuous growth.
Creatine Monohydrate 6g. An instant

dissolving and fast-acting Creatine with no
impurities.

Glutamine 6g. Ideal for muscle recovery and
rebuilding. The purest Glutamine you can get
at the highest Pharma Grade.

CLA 2g. The original and Patented
Conjugated Linoleic Acid, ideal for muscle
preservation, muscle recovery, lean definition
and fat loss.
Taurine 1g. Superb catalyst and energy
booster. Taurine supercharges the ingredients
in Complete to get them working in as little
as 1 hour!
Leucine 3g. The strongest amino acid for

increasing protein synthesis; muscle building
and muscle recovery.

Maltodextrin & Dextrose for the powerful
insulin spike.This enables all ingredients to get
into the muscle cell and perform their function.
Inulin for a healthy digestive system.
If you were to buy all the ingredients
in Complete separately at
Pharmaceutical Grade, it would set you
back over £400! And it would still mix
horribly and taste bad. Complete has
it all, at Pharmaceutical Grade, mixes
instantly and tastes great.
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W

hat was responsible for
this endless energy?
What can only be described as
a permanently inspired high?

ENGROSSED IN CLIENT,
TRAINER BANTER.
I REMEMBER THE SUDDEN
‘FLIP SWITCH’, (HUGE FAN
OF FLIP SWITCHES, ME)
THAT WAS EFFORTLESSLY
ACTIVATED ALMOST
SIX CLIENTS DEEP IN MY DAILY
ROUTINE. A TRANSITION
FROM THE BENCHMARK
MOTIVATIONAL INSTRUCTOR
IN ME, TO SWIFTLY BEING
PLACED ONE STEP ABOVE
THE DAILY ROUTINE. WHAT
I CAN ONLY DESCRIBE AS
HAVING AN INJECTION
OF POSITIVE IMMUNITY
CARRYING ME THROUGH
MY REMAINING 25 PT
SESSIONS; MY DAILYVOLUME
OF BIKINI COMPETITION
PREPARATIONS AND
CO-ORDINATING A
ROOM FULL OF 80 PLUS
HUNGRY FILIPINOS FOR A
FAMILY AFFAIR.

The question that triggered my curiosity was, if I recall
correctly. What do you think about when you train? How do
you feel when you train?
Peculiarly, even as an athlete who spends nearly two thirds
of their life in the gym, to be caught off guard with such
questions, surprisingly, stopped me in my tracks for the
better half of a good minute? A whole minute? Never?
So, two things? As an avid enquirer of cause and effect. I
moved on to ask myself, ‘How the hell did that throw me?’.
And two, how did it have such a powerful effect on the rest
of my week and the weeks moving forward?
In one word. ‘Flow’.
Flow is the most desired state in existence but also
the most elusive. Claremont Graduate University
Psychologist Mahaly Csikszentmihalyi chronicled this
phenomenon, which he calls ‘flow’. Csikszentmihalyi defines
flow as a state in which people, “are completely absorbed in
an activity. During this optimal experience they feel, “strong,
alert, in effortless control, unselfconscious, and at the peak
of their abilities”.

THE
HYPERFLOW
EFFECT

By Gigi
Trozado

Bikini Champion Miami Pro
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So, an attempt of explanation to my question earlier then.
I have never been compelled to force a reason for doing
what I do. It is an automatic inbred mechanism that appears
to activate without effort; that requires no logic or acumen
from me.

Simply put, when you love what
you do, there is zero friction or
slowing.
According to a study by Young and Pain (1999), the concept
of flow is completely relevant to athletic endeavours and
the term is used interchangeably with the term “the zone”.
The authors describe ‘flow’ as a state in which the athlete
performs to the best of their ability. They even go as far
as describing the concept as ‘...magical and a place where
performance is exceptional, consistent, automatic...’
Significantly, sports athletes are better at hacking the state
of flow than anyone else in history.
A current example would be that of Carlos Braithwaite,
in the recent West Indies Twenty20 title. Taking all the
headlines. He describes his mind state when he took
the title,” It’s surreal...You know what? I Just enjoyed the
moment. It was a question of backing your abilities and
backing your preparations..” Braithwaite had only batted
twice in the competition prior to the final but seized his
moment when it mattered most with the most spectacular
bowl.
So, an explanation to question two perhaps? Now, fully
aware of the altered mind state I found myself in? How,
therefore, did it have such a powerful effect on the rest of
my week?

It is a given that anyone can access
the state of flow. People can a
experience short burst of euphoria
at any given moment during the
week or if fortunate, daily.
The triggers of flow can be used for any given task. Couples
connecting; a moment with friends; family bonds tightening
or being enhanced. Hitting targets at work; achieving a goal
or hitting a Pb in training. The list goes on. The significance,
however, is when you are able to gain that access and then be
able to alter or manipulate your daily so that the phenomenon
can be used to work to ‘your’ personal advantage.
Let me put it to you like this, there are individuals that have
achieved a handful in their life paths, however, duly noted,
without ever gaining that extra edge, or for lack of a better way
of explaining it, simply put, the ‘x-factor’.

HYPER-FLOW

A perfect illustration of my next point is demonstrated using
Michael Jordan’s universally memorable experience during
the 1992 NBA championships series against the Portland
Trailblazers, hitting seven 3-pointers in a row and scoring 35
points in the 1st half an hour. Jordan was so shocked by his
performance that by his 7th 3 pointer, he just threw up his
hands as if to say, “I can’t explain it”.
So it presents itself. A perfect example of an athlete accessing
the ‘penthouse peak’ of flow. I’m calling it ‘Hyper-flow’ or ‘Hyper
Fluidity’.
‘Hyper-flow’ is flow but graduating with honours, the first class
cabin rather than economy, and I’m not referring to class or
status here, rather prestige and finesse. Huge difference. It is
only at this destination where you will be able to maximise
your true potential or breakthrough existing plateaus or free
yourself from what I like to call a ‘temporary funk’. Which every
individual, whether they like it or not, has experienced one way
or another in their life journey.

I guess the questions
begs, whether you choose
to remain in that ‘funk’ or
move forward using both
eyes rather than one, so to
speak.
This terminal of ‘hyper-flow’ should you choose to check in
and encompass it, should, in my mind, essentially be the goal
or destination of every athlete. Again, true to form of the
competitive, driven nature of the athlete. Or even, to a degree,
the inspired individual who commits to embarking on their
own journey, be it fitness, or not. Who should never, might I
add, forget ‘why’ they chose to embark in the first place.
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SCIENCE IS BUT
AN IMAGE OF THE
TRUTH

Acceptance and willingness are the precursor to
flow. Once one has checked in to the terminal, after
withstanding the various curb balls that life has thrown
at them, and however slow off the blocks in the initial
stages. It is here that one will gain insight into a
version of your higher self; your ultimate self. Where
you are able to excel for your own individuals reasons,
specifically for an athlete in that hyper competitive
world we live in.

When you are placed in the now under your very own
freeze frame effect your mental and physical ability
rockets. The brain takes in more information per second,
processing it more effectively.
No magical, voo-doo, guru, superpower nonsense
here, I assure you. Sounds super elusive I know. If
I’ve only succeeded in educating you half-heartedly.
Then perhaps this will give you food for thought.
When a person is in a state of flow, all five potent,
neurochemicals are activated, massively amplifying the
immune system. Definitely the way forward, owing to
the fact that stress is our society’s largest ailment.

THE WAY
FORWARD
What does it take to gain access into a state of hyper
flow? First and foremost, you need to place yourself in
the moment of total absorption. This means focusing on
nothing else but the task at hand.

The latest estimates from the Labour Force Survey 2015
highlight a shocking 9.9 million working days lost per
year due to stress. Equating to an average of 23 days
lost per case.

Sensory systems
Even the smallest details such as deflecting from,
‘what meal prep might be later on this evening,’ or
replaying conversations from earlier. One must, ‘Shut
down shop,’ everything stops. Only encompass that
very moment that you are in. Call me crazy, but I like
to think about an energy or a light encasing the lower
half of my body, gravitationally pulling me to the floor.
A mental state of mind that keeps me grounded. Then
to enhance this state of mind, I simply turn to my
sensory responses. I think about the temperature that
surrounds me; how cold or warm I may be. I observe
the details of objects around me; the embossed logo
on a coffee cup. The feel or look of the fabric that I’m
wearing or the chair I’m sitting on; and how it feels on
my post-workout dom infused glutes. I am then able to
disconnect from subconscious thoughts re-enforcing
the razor sharp alertness necessary to fully apply myself
in the now.

THE RISQUÉ
YOU?
Once you have focus, you will have flow. Stemming from
overcoming fear is the element of risk. Risk drives flow
into the now. The brain can’t tell the difference between
physical consequences and emotional risk.
At times, taking a social risk every now and then can be
classified as taking a physical risk. Effectively, forgive me
for being blunt but the notion of ‘growing some balls’
springs to mind. Speak up in meetings. Tell someone
how you really feel about them, positive or negative.
Make the first move. Really laugh when something is
funny. Really cry when you feel sad. Smash a dish or two
when you’re mad. Tell the truth even if it feels awkward.
Perfectly pitched by Kolter, (who I will introduce you to
shortly), “If you are not giving someone space to fail,
you are not giving them space to risk. Move fast and
break things. Engage in rapid experimentation. High
consequences will drive flow and you get further faster.”
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Effectively in prolonged periods of flow, stress- causing
hormones are flushed out of the body and the
autoimmune and nervous systems go haywire.

NEVER ENDING IS
REALLY JUST A
NEW BEGINNING

Be weird Be
bold Be you
Those brave enough to express their individualism possess
an element of fearlessness, an attribute of someone already
in a state of flow.

To conclude, I wish to leave you with an experience of
the power of flow, that of the author Steven Kotler. In
his book (which I urge you to read) entitled the ‘Rise of
the Superman; Decoding the Science of the Ultimate
Human Performance.

The effect of
unpredictability, novelty and
the unconventional all add
to channelling flow.
If you are only compelled to wear your ‘Nike Atrium’
as opposed to your ‘Nike Sky Highs’ on Tuesdays, then do
so. Everyone has their own quirks and those that are selfassured enough to declare their own individualism without
seeking approval, have pre-set yourself to the beginnings of
the ‘Flow mode’.
I also need to give mention to the environment that
surrounds you, which can trigger flow. The idea is to get out
of old habits and routines. When we are on auto pilot, it may
be efficient, yes, and the routine may save the brain energy,
but it is a flow dampener. Instead, be spontaneous, shake
things up a little, and change your routine. Shock and reboot
the system every so often.
A perfect example would be how Steve Jobs designed an
atrium in the centre of the Pixar offices, positioning the
meeting rooms, cafeteria, mailboxes, and bathrooms around
it. Such conditions massively upped the amount of novelty,
unpredictability, and complexity in the environment. As a
result, a direct flow increase leading to enhanced innovation,
and creativity.

Positive
affirmations
Approach every practice as an opportunity to only
learn and improve. Avoid self-critiquing yourself
with the ‘negative’. Negatives do not exist in
hyper-flow. There is no place here for victims. No
more, “I messed up again, or “I can’t get this right”.
Use positive affirmations. My staples are, “I’m going
to do this”, “This will happen,” or “this is happening,
100 per cent”.
Beautifully conveyed by the great Muhammad Ali,
“It’s the repetition of affirmations that leads to belief.
And once that belief becomes a deep conviction,
things begin to happen”

Kotler had contracted Lyme disease and spent the
better half of three years bed-ridden. Highlighting that
he was functional only, about an hour a day. “ I couldn’t
work, I was hallucinating. And I was going to kill myself
because I felt like I as a burden”. Then the transition
began, a dear friend reached out and demanded he go
surfing with her. “Just to shut her up, I said f*** it. Help
me to the car”, he says.
Epically after less than a minute of being in the water
he describes himself experiencing another dimension.
Unexplainably, his muscle memory had reactivated and
is senses heightened. In the water he gained access to
flow, out of the water he returned to his disabled state.
Kotler then committed himself to continuous trips to
the beach satisfying his entry to ‘Hyper-flow’.
Effectively over the course of six months he went from
10 percent functionality to 80 per cent. Kotler describes
the phenomena as having a ‘quasi-mystical experience’.
As a trained science writer all he could think was, “What
the hell is going on?” Sound familiar?
The hyper-flow effect strikes again. If you can identify
with it. You can obtain it. And to maintain it, will change
your life.
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he group of amino acids known as
BCAA branched-chain-amino-acids,
are made up of three essential amino
acids: VALINE , LEUCINE and ISOLEUCINE.
For normal individuals that do not do any
type of physical activity like sports the daily
recommended intake of BCAA is about 3 to
4 grams , but for increased performance,
endurance, increased energy, fatigue
reduction, improved immune-system
suppression, and to counteract muscle
catabolism following intense exercise, up to
20 to 30 grams is needed.

THE MOST

EXTREME
MUSCLE
BUILDER

In numerous studies with athletes, BCAAs
have been shown to maintain blood
levels of glutamine, an amino acid used
as fuel by immune system cells. During
exercise, glutamine levels typically fall
dramatically, removing the primary fuel
source for immune cells and leading to
general suppression of immune –system

activity (and an increased risk of infections)
following the exercise. By supplementing
with either glutamine or BCAA, an athlete
can maintain blood levels of glutamine and
thereby avoid suppression of immune-cell
activity due to a lack of fuel.

NORATEEN EXTREME is a very powerful

muscle builder designed for bodybuilders who work out
in the gym and want to get HUGE FAST. Norateen Extreme
contains 7 incredible Testosterone & Growth Hormone
Boosters that create an incredibly fertile ground for your
body to just grow and grow.

In related studies, BCAA supplements have
been shown to have a beneficial effect on
counteracting the rise of cortisol and the
drop of testosterone that is often seen in
athletes that train for too long and too
hard. In these studies, exercise was used
as a model for high stress, so the increased
cortisol levels and the reduced testosterone
levels are exactly what happen every time
we go to the gym.
We could all save a lot of time and energy
by simply understanding our body, how it
works and how by simple supplementation
we can achieve a lot more that we can
ever imagine.
LA Muscle’s REPO is loaded with correct
amounts of BCAA and is perfect for
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THE MOST
EXTREME
MUSCLE
BUILDER ON
THIS
PLANET

*(BRANCH CHAIN AMINO ACIDS)

The first thing you will notice when taking Norateen
Extreme is amazing strength in the gym. Increases in
personal bests of 40-50% are normal. After this, the
muscle size kick in. Keep your protein intake high and you
will see a whole new body in as little as 7-10 days.

NORATEEN EXTREME IS TOO POWERFUL FOR
SOME PEOPLE AND IT IS NOT RECOMMENDED FOR
ANYONE UNDER 20 YEARS OF AGE OR ANYONE
WHO IS NOT SERIOUSLY BODYBUILDING. IT MUST
NOT BE USED FOR MORE THAN 2 MONTHS AT
A TIME.

SAV KYRIACOU

Trainer of champions
Muscleworks gym

If you are tired of supplements that promise the world
and give you nothing but take your money, then you have
to try Norateen Extreme today. It really is on the extreme
side when it comes to results. As a taster,
LA Muscle Workout Magazine has a unique
voucher code just for you to tempt you into
trying this amazing one-off scientifically

NOT
SUITABLE FOR
ANYONE
UNDER 20 YEARS
OF AGE

Go to

WWW.LAMUSCLE.COM

and order
Norateen Extreme

This training
programme has been
developed to provide
the necessary tools,
skills and information
to support the
implementation of
KETTLEBLAST
TRAINING SYSTEM

WHY “KETTLEBLAST”?
The name Kettleblast was chosen to reflect the
combination of research carried out on Russian-USA
kettlebell training and Cuban Cardio Training System.
Pavel Tsatsouline the leader and founder of the
RKC (Russian Kettlebell Challenge) is Cuban Cardio
Kettleblast’s inspiration. He was originally the
strength trainer for the Russian Special Forces and
moved to the USA in 1998, where he developed
the RKC system. Since then, he has led the RKC
community, continually improving it and making it
more effective.

BY LAZARO ALMENARES
TV PRESENTER,
NATURAL BODYBUILDER
AND FITNESS
INSTRUCTOR LEVEL 4

T

SAY HELLO
TO MY

LITTLE
FRIEND
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here are many benefits of the
Kettleblast Training. This will help you
successfully plan and learn the most
effective drills, techniques, move for
your new training. It will take you
through each step: how to engage in a workout,
how to ensure their safety and how to accelerate results. The Kettleblast Training Programme
can help reduce the effects of obesity, diabetes
and cardio-respiratory deficiencies by offering
an advanced, easy to follow fitness programme.
It provides a multitude of benefits for a wide
demographic, incorporating diverse age ranges
and physical conditions.

THE TRAINING SYSTEM INTEGRATES SIMPLE,
EASY EXERCISES AND STEP BY STEP
ROUTINES INTO A PROGRAMME THAT TARGETS
SPECIFIC AREAS WHILST BOOSTING OVERALL
FITNESS ELEMENTS. IT IS AN EXCLUSIVE
WORLD CLASS WORKOUT BROADCASTED
AND SELL IN MORE THAN 190 COUNTRIES
WORLDWIDE THROUGH THE ACTIVE CHANNEL
ON SKY 449 AND SATELLITE 249.
Is safe, simple and works fast, but best of all it
proves that you don’t need to go to extremes to
get the kind of body you’ve always wanted. We
have combined the latest and most advanced
training methods and techniques, and spiced
them up with music, using easy techniques to
keep highly motivated and successful.
The System is used by pro-athletes, celebrities and fitness models that rely on it to help
achieve their ideal body type, fitness and level
of body composition.

The Kettleblast Training System has been used to
help improve the fitness of Olympians, pro athletes,
bodybuilders and modelling physique competitors.
In fact, it has been proven to be the fastest and most
effective body transformation Training System.

WHY DO PEOPLE NEED
KETTLEBLAST?
Kettlebells have gone from relative obscurity to highly
popular and commercialised fitness kit. They have been
rubberised even turned pink and are now available
in mainstream fitness for everyone. But the boom in
popularity is still at its early stages, and more men and
women are looking to a deeper workout to build their
fitness.
With Kettleblast, you can practice more than 100
different drills whilst saving time and space. The
movements are simple and easy to learn. Participants
can make very quick progress.

KETTLEBLAST FORMULA
THE THREE ELEMENTS OF THE
KETTLEBLAST FORMULA ARE:

K=A+M2+HIIT+W
The moves and steps have an authentic feel.
Kettleblast has developed basic movements, and the
formula applies a systematic approach to add variety
using the whole body, fitness variations, and the beat
of the soundtrack. The variation of these elements
creates endless options, all built around basic
movements.The unique Kettleblast training formula
offers an exclusive way to revolutionise the fitness
world. The combined elements of the formula result in
a new and dynamic fitness experience.
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KETTLEBLAST CHOREOGRAPHY
IS UNIQUE IN THE FITNESS
WORLD. IT USES MUSIC TO
DICTATE THE MOVEMENTS,
TAKING ONE BASIC MOVE
PATTERN IN THE RHYTHM OF
THE SONG AND MATCHING IT TO
EACH SECTION OF THE MUSIC.
WHENEVER THAT SECTION
OF THE SONG IS REPEATED,
THE SAME BASIC MOVE IS
REPEATED SO EACH MUSICAL
SECTION HAS MATCHING
MOVEMENT.

PSYCHOLOGY OF THE
KETTLEBLAST TRAINING
PROGRAMME
Whilst physiology may be the reason behind weight loss,
muscle toning and body changes, Kettleblast training goes
a little deeper. The success of Kettleblast training also rests
on participant psychology. The powerful psychological
benefits of Kettleblast training are a key motivator behind
participant buy-in and a primary factor behind the
programme’s success.
If most fitness programmes do work, why do many
participants not succeed with their ultimate goals? It is
often because they lack the psychological motivation
to participate actively and consistently. The Kettleblast
Training Programme helps participants succeed over the
long-term because:
It combines high energy and motivating music with unique
moves and combinations that allow people to manage
stress through exercise
It is based on the principles that a workout should be easy,
exhilarating, energetic and effective. This helps participants
stick to their fitness plan and achieve long-term health
benefits
It breaks the mould by making the fitness class an exciting,
invigorating activity. Kettleblast is never something people
feel they have to do, but rather one that they want to do.
Kettleblast class participants can’t wait to go to class!
It is a blast! The magic of the music motivates participants
to perform movements with more intensity than if they
were doing a series of regular squats or set of controlled lat
pull downs.
The training programme doesn’t only benefit for the whole
body. It is also great for the mind. It is a feel-good wellbeing
workout, with a fun, party-like atmosphere that improves
self-esteem, self-confidence and self-image.
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THE SECRETS BEHIND THE
KETTLEBLAST TRAINING
SYSTEM
What sets Kettleblast training apart is its ability to target
the entire body, from the top of the neck down to the
toes. We are one big interconnected chain of muscles,
ligaments, tendons and bones, all synergistically working
at the same time. Kettleblast Training means motion and
movement where everything is interrelated. Just as you
can see the body work as one unit at the same time, our
joints, bones and muscles works with one another in a
synergistic way to prevent injuries, promote strength and
maintain structural integrity.
We start with at feet, which are the foundation of almost
all movements. The foot is an amazing, dynamic structure,
a collection of 26 bones, 33 joints, 19 muscles and tendons
and 107 ligaments. Your feet don’t simply support your
body weight; they also need to propel it in different
directions, sometimes with explosive force. Foot stability is
essential to healthy movement.
There is a strong connection between foot mechanics and
knee positioning. When you exercise, the leg and knee
can be affected by how your foot strikes the ground.
Throughout this training, we will explore how the simple
yet incredible Kettleblast Workout Training System uses
burpees, squat jumps, squat thrusts, lunges, jumps and
more to target the entire kinetic chain. We will also look
at how participants will be able to do all of this, with high
repetitions and appropriate high intensity, and at any age.
The Kettleblast Training System will help participants stay
strong and flexible in the hamstrings and hips, to hit core
stability, and to maintain shoulder health.
Kettleblast training greatly reduces compressive forces
around the back joints and promotes shoulder joint
integrity. The shoulder (a ball socket joint) is the least
stable joint in the body. It is highly susceptible to the
muscular forces behind and in front of the joint, but is
also the most responsive joint to strengthening therapies.
Weak muscles can create a lot of problems for any type of
athlete or fitness participant. Strong muscles can reduce
problems by stabilising the shoulder joints. The Kettleblast
Training System targets all the muscles around the rotator
cuff area with specific drills. The Kettleblast Training
System will help participants stay strong and flexible in the
hamstrings and hips, to hit core stability, and to maintain
shoulder health.
Kettleblast training greatly reduces compressive forces
around the back joints and promotes shoulder joint
integrity. The shoulder (a ball socket joint) is the least
stable joint in the body. It is highly susceptible to the
muscular forces behind and in front of the joint, but is
also the most responsive joint to strengthening therapies.
Weak muscles can create a lot of problems for any type of
athlete or fitness participant. Strong muscles can reduce
problems by stabilising the shoulder joints. The Kettleblast
Training System targets all the muscles around the rotator
cuff area with specific drills.

THE SCIENCE OF
KETTLEBLAST TRAINING
TO UNDERSTAND THE PHYSIOLOGY AND BENEFITS
OF KETTLEBLAST TRAINING, WE NEED TO LOOK AT
THE WIDER GROUP FITNESS INDUSTRY. TYPICAL
CATEGORIES OF GROUP FITNESS ARE:

AEROBIC: induces cardio and endurance, generally
working at 60-85% of maximum heart rate to fuel oxygen
to the muscle that is needed for performance. Participants
can exercise for longer periods of time aerobically than
anaerobically. Many aerobic classes follow a well-shaped
curve in terms of cardiovascular intensity.
MUSCULAR: includes strength, flexibility and muscular
endurance. Muscular strength is usually an anaerobic
exercise, meaning no oxygen is used. The participant is
working above 85% of the maximum heart rate without
oxygen to fuel the muscle. Anaerobic exercises can only
be performed for short periods of time before fatigue and
failure or high levels of lactic acid release will occur.
INTERVAL TRAINING: includes a combination of
the above two formats with interval segments of cardiomuscular-cardio-muscular or intervals of cardio-recoverycardio-recovery. An interval training format is an excellent
option for both beginner and advanced fitness levels. The
beginner would maintain a moderate intensity (60-80%)
and the advanced would use a high intensity (70-90%),
reaching the anaerobic phase. Many competitive pro
athletes use High Intensity Interval Training (HIIT) to increase
cardio capacity, performance levels and lactic acid level
tolerance.
FLEXIBILITY: includes programmes that increase

and improve the flexibility of muscles, joint mobility and
elasticity, range of motion and suppleness. These include
stretch classes, Pilates and others.

BODY-MIND: includes yoga and other classes

that involve meditation and energy flow such as tai-chi
and Pilates. Kettleblast Training has been structured to
incorporate all five categories. It makes efficient use of class
structure and allows participants to achieve the highest level
of fitness in the quickest possible time.

KETTLEBLAST CAPITALISES ON THE FAT
BURNING, ENDURANCE AND STRENGTH BENEFITS
OF AN AEROBIC WORKOUT AS WELL AS THE
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL BENEFITS
OF THE INTERVAL TRAINING. Additional benefits

include muscular development and aerobic fitness, People
of all ages and levels of fitness can successfully engage in
Kettleblast training, benefitting from the effective training
programme offered by the unique format.
The Kettleblast Training Programme does not follow the
perfect bell-shaped curve or the strict guidelines of the
Interval Training. It combines aerobic and interval training
with protocols of muscular fitness, becoming its own
method called Intermitted Training.
Ultimately, any fitness training programme can be successful
if it is achievable, safe, effective and scientifically proven to
deliver results if followed over a period of time.

BENEFITS OF
KETTLEBLAST
TRAINING CLASS
Using the Kettleblast Training System
alone, or as part of a weekly fitness routine,
is great for conditioning and overall
strength. I have conducted a number of
studies into kettlebell and High Intensity
Interval Training core strength. The
consensus is that Kettleblast is a great
addition to any strength and conditioning
programme, including sports-specific
(mainly weightlifting, powerlifting,
bodybuilding and combat contact sports),
as well as for special populations.
USED ALONE, THE KETTLEBLAST
TRAINING SYSTEM IS ENOUGH TO
WHIP PARTICIPANTS INTO SHAPE
QUICKLY BECAUSE IT:
IMPROVES
CARDIOVASCULAR HEALTH
INCREASES STRENGTH
AND MUSCLE MASS
IMPROVES MAXIMAL AND EXPLOSIVE
STRENGTH
IMPROVES POWER
INCREASES VO2 MAX AND CONDITIONING
INCREASES WEIGHT LOSS
INCREASES CALORIC EXPENDITURE
(PARTICIPANTS CAN BURN OVER 1000
CALORIES IN A CLASS
IMPROVES POSITIVE SELF-IMAGE
IMPROVES FULL RANGE OF
MOTION THROUGH THE JOINTS
IMPROVES ACCELERATION AND
DECELERATION
IMPROVES KEY FITNESS MARKER
LOWERS RISK OF CORONARY HEART
DISEASE
LOWER RISK OF METABOLIC
SYNDROME AND DIABETES

READ MORE IN THE NEXT WORKOUT ISSUE
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Fat Stripper Intense is 100%
natural
Actually whilst some celebs drink and smoke,
many of them like to take care of their bodies and
they do not like use anything which is not natural.
Fat Stripper Intense is 100% natural, made up of
natural ingredients and herbs and contains absolutely no artificial fillers or colours or additives.
Fat Stripper Intense is as natural as a supplement
is ever going to get.

Why this
SECRET
fat burner is

A very well known celebrity
boxer was at the LA Muscle
offices some 10 years ago. He
came with his agent to safeguard his interests. It wasn’t the
first time a well-known person
had come to visit LA Muscle.
He wanted to get stronger,
leaner and increase his stamina
and he also had a great deal of
anger and frustration, which
was affecting his boxing and
personal life. He was given
a variety of supplements
including LA Muscle’s Anger
Management Supplement.
He was told not to show it
around or let people see him
taking it. Do you know what his
response was?

The
CHOICE
OF CELEBS
Find out
what the
celebs use
to get their
amazing
bodies
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He said that since he became
known and a “celebrity”, no
brand had told him to hide their
goods from the public eye! He
thought it was very refreshing
and a nice change. He
continued to take LA Muscle
supplements until he retired.

No side effects - Which is RARE
when it comes to fat burners
If you have used a few fat burners in the past, you
will no doubt have seen a vast number of unwanted side effects such as: palpitations (dangerous),
insomnia (unwanted and annoying), constipation
(totally against the fat burning journey), allergic
reactions (dubious untested ingredients) and
many more.
Fat Stripper Intense gives absolutely NO SIDE
EFFECTS to users. Absolutely none. It is very
gentle, yet effective and none of the ingredients
are in dosages or combinations that can cause
side effects. The formula is rigorously tested at
LA Muscle’s R&D labs and the ingredients are of
course Pharmaceutical Grade too which means
they are at the top of the table when it comes to
quality. Nothing else comes close.
What’s the point of the above you ask? The point is
that since LA Muscle is one of the most established
and reputable supplements suppliers in the world,
dealing with celebrities has been a regular occurrence at LA Muscle and all LA Muscle team members
and staff are used to seeing celebs and have to sign a
confidentiality agreement.
This brings us to Fat Stripper Intense and why it is
THE choice of celebrities and actors. The reason why
you are not being told who uses it is 2 fold: a) most
celebrities don’t want people to know their secrets
and rely on LA Muscle to be discreet and b) most
celebrities and people in the spotlight don’t want
others to know they take fat-burners!

So… you will just have to trust LA
Muscle in that many celebrities in
the UK and USA rely on this one
particular weight loss
supplement which delivers
without fail. Let’s find out what
makes Fat Stripper Intense the
choice of people in the know and
those who demand the very best.

It actually works!
The thing about celebrities is that they don’t like
to be disappointed! This goes for everyone but
especially them as they are used to a whole
different standard than the average Joe and they
demand and expect to get preferential service and
the very best products. It’s true that some celebrities opt for prescription drugs when it comes to
shedding body fat - but this is a dangerous choice
and habit and those who want natural, quick and
proven weight loss, come to LA Muscle.

Fat Stripper Intense really and
actually works! It does not
disappoint.
If you want the CHOICE of celebrities when it
comes to weight loss, whether male or female, try
Fat Stripper Intense. It comes with LA Muscle’s
100% money back guarantee - a guarantee that
is unmatched by any other company in this or any
other industry.
The guarantee is that if you try this supplement
and you don’t love it for any reason, you get your
money back - even if you have used the whole
tub! Now, what are you waiting for? Let’s get
that celebrity body with Fat Stripper Intense and
showcase it to the world.
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CANDICE COLLYER
EX GB GYMNAST & MODEL

PHOTO
SHOOTS

ALICE
MODEL

LUKE BAKER
FITNESS MODEL, NUTRITION EXPERT,
DREAMBOYS PERFORMER

EXCLUSIVE

PHOTO
SHOOTS

ANDREA LOVASI

FITNESS COMPETITOR, MODEL
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zoran tot

LA MUSCLE ATHLETE, MODEL

PHOTO
SHOOTS

Tasha Pyne
X FACTOR CONTESTANT,
SINGER, DANCER

DARIUS DAR KHAN
ACTOR, GAME OF THRONES
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A RARE CLINICALLY
PROVEN WEIGHT
LOSS SUPPLEMENT

Thermoxen is specifically formulated with a premium
Pharma Grade LA Glucomannan which has been
clinically proven to aid weight loss. This is the important
factor here. No other supplement has been CLINICALLY
PROVEN to aid weight loss in the same way as
Thermoxen’s super-charged ingredient.

“super-dry” Glucomannan with the highest possible
concentrations. Thermoxen also contains Vitamin B6
which contributes to the reduction of tiredness and
fatigue. This unique formulation of Glucomannan and
Vitamin B6 will contribute to weight loss, reduce signs
of fatigue and aid with the maintenance of normal
cholesterol levels.

LA Muscle’s in-house studies have shown Thermoxen
to be most effective when combined with a healthy diet Thermoxen is 100% natural, stimulant free and can be
and exercise regime. Many people take Thermoxen for
taken any time of the day by men and women. This is
incredible, rapid results all year round. Thermoxen is the the ONLY ingredient for weight loss approved by the
only Pharma Grade supplement to contain the effective European Food Safety Authority (EFSA).

THERMOXEN
• NO SIDE EFFECTS • 100% NATURAL • NO STIMULANTS • CLINICALLY PROVEN FOR WEIGHT LOSS

LOSE WEIGHT AND BODY FAT
MAINTAIN HEALTHY CHOLESTEROL
LEVELS BE MORE ENERGETIC
AND LESS TIRED

DO NOT ACCEPT COPY-CAT
OR CHEAPER SUPPLEMENTS
WHICH DO NOT CONTAIN
THE “SUPER-DRY” GLUCOMANNAN.
BUY THE ORIGINALTHERMOXEN
RIGHT HERE.
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M

any bodybuilding fans will
be aware of the top IFBB
bodybuilders completely
changing not only their diets but
the training regime to suit a bigger,
stronger frame. Along with this, comes
a whole new set of challenges, the
human body is designed in such a way
where rest and training together with
the right formula will create a perfect
body. When attacking a good offseason the planning and preparation
stage is the most important. It allows
you to sit back and formulate with the
right structure for your lifting patterns,
dietary requirements and correct rest
days.

MICHAEL CALVIN
MUSCLEMANIA CHAMPION
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THE TERM OFF SEASON
IS USED BY ATHLETES AT
ALL LEVELS FROM THE
OLYMPIANS TRAINING
BETWEEN THE WORLD
ATHLETIC CHAMPIONSHIPS
AND THE OLYMPICS, TO
THE COLLEGE FOOTBALL
SOPHOMORE WHO’S HOPING
TO IMPROVE FOR NEXT
SEASON. THE OFF SEASON
IS WHERE THE REAL
CHAMPIONS ARE MADE
AND IT IS THE OFF SEASON
THAT WILL SHOWCASE THE
REWARDS ON THE BIG DAY,
THE FINALS!

Off season training in its simplest form is
when the body is not at its leanest but is at its
most functional. This therefore allows you to
train with more intensity adding good quality
muscle to your frame. Many of you might have
witnessed and seen first-hand some of the
craziest transformations a bodybuilding athlete
or bikini athlete will take during the off-season. I
believe that a lean frame with added size allows
me to create the body I desire.
Often, during my articles and blogs I talk of
the term ‘growing into show’ and that term
becomes poignant on in this occasion, many
athletes chase the clock in the quest to be lean
enough, dry and stage ready. I always find the
best results come from a slower process more
controlled and methodical process. Who says
you have to go too left-field? Who says you
have to eat everything in sight? It’s more about
having the balance and the control to yes, up
your calories but to give your body the right
nutrients vitamins it needs to prosper. During
my off season, I will lift heavier weights taking
myself into Hypertrophy range but dropping
reps down 2 to 5 taking myself somewhat into
a strength mode. When doing all compound
moves in and around all of my smaller work and
smaller lifts will stay in a hypertrophy phase I
believe this gives my body the best opportunity
to put tension on the muscle group.

“OFF SEASON
TRAINING IN
ITS SIMPLEST
FORM IS WHEN
THE BODY IS
NOT AT ITS
LEANEST BUT
IS AT ITS MOST
FUNCTIONAL”

THE CONTROL OF MY DIET
GOES HAND-IN-HAND WITH MY
TRAINING AND I WILL NOT ONLY
UP MY CALORIES BY ALMOST A
THOUSAND ABOVE MY TDE (TOTAL
DAILY EXPENDITURE) I WILL
INTRODUCE ALTERNATIVE FOOD
INTO MY DIET THAT WILL GIVE MY
BODY THE STRENGTH TO CHANGE.
Lastly during a successful off season it is
important to hone in on the weakest areas
and gain feedback. I truly believe constructive
feedback is best because it allows you to focus
on the weaker areas and not just your favourite
most developed muscle groups. This will then
have a direct impact come show day. Competing
is an art form and not just for the show days, its
the year round process, a quest, a challenge and
a skill. Controlling these factors will allow the
body to change improve and ultimately prevail.
Work each and every day at your personal selfimprovement this will have a direct influence on
not only your positioning and placings but your
all round body development.
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BLOAT NO
MORE!

BLOAT NO MORE is an exclusive formula
that quite literally works within hours to
rid you of excess water and give you a
more
chiseled and lean look This incredible
supplement is ideal for those who want to
see quick results and those needing
quick water loss including competing
bodybuilders, fitness athletes, boxers
and celebs.
Not many supplements give results in
just hours! LA Muscle want you to see the
power of BLOAT NO MORE for yourself.
● BRING OUT

THE SIX-PACK
● FLUSHES
OUT TOXINS
● COMBATS
WATER
RETENTION

● 100%

follow
LA Muscle
on instagram
la_muscle

NATURAL
WITH NO
SIDE
EFFECTS
● GETS
RID LAYER
COVERING ABS
● 5 EXCLUSIVE
SYNERGISTIC
INGREDIENTS

our social network

la-muscle

SNAPCHAT

@LAMuscle

TWITTER

FACEBOOK

LAMuscle

INTERVIEW WITH

RYAN
LIBBEY
PERSONAL TRAINER AND
'MADE IN CHELSEA' TV STAR

SO YOU’RE A QUALIFIED PERSONAL
TRAINER? HOW LONG HAVE YOU
BEEN IN THIS PROFESSION FOR?

We were introduced via my brothers girlfriend
who works for IMG sports brand media PR. I
did train Louise once in a professional manner,
but the dynamics soon changed. And now here
we are...

5 years, have been freelance for eight months.

WHAT’S IT LIKE DATING A CELEB?

WHAT MADE YOU DECIDE TO
BECOME A PERSONAL TRAINER?
Passion for physical activity and being
competitive. Love the thrill of physical
challenges and pushing the body. Get equal
merit and joy in helping others achieve their
goals.

YOU’RE CURRENTLY DATING A
WELL KNOWN CELEB FROM HIT
SHOW MADE IN CHELSEA WHO IS/
WAS ONE OF YOUR CLIENTS.
HOW WERE YOU INTRODUCED?
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Different, but nice. She's a very humble person
and handles the attention well. Having our
relationship on tv is a challenge and we do
face scrutiny. But things between us are strong,
and we are very happy.

YOU HAVE ALSO APPEARED IN
THE HIT SHOW, HOW DID THAT
COME ABOUT?
We got papped on holiday in Cannes. Picture
got leaked online. Because she stars in a
reality tv show, production of Made in Chelsea
then asked me to feature to reveal the truth
and show that we are together in a relationship.

‘PASSION FOR
PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY AND
BEING
COMPETITIVE’
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SO YOU’RE SLOWLY BECOMING
A BIT OF A CELEB YOURSELF.
HOW DOES IT FEEL?
Exciting no doubt, but I'm not going to get
ahead of myself.

WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED
ABOUT YOURSELF SINCE BEING IN
THE LIMELIGHT?
Do not listen to the naysayers. Stay true to
your beliefs and don't let the opinion of others
sway you.

DO YOU FEEL MORE PRESSURE TO
KEEP IN SHAPE?
I have a very strong intrinsic motivation to
be in great shape, but I guess in all honesty,
now I'm more conscious of keeping up
appearances.

WHICH PART OF YOUR BODY
ARE YOU MOST PROUD TO
SHOW OFF?
My back

WHICH PART OF YOUR BODY
DO YOU DISLIKE THE MOST?
My calves

WHAT DOES YOUR
TYPICAL WEEKS TRAINING
CONSIST OF?
Combination of weights and cardio.
I like to vary the reps and set range,
to allow for overall peak condition and
stimulate the muscles in different ways.

WHAT ARE YOUR FAVOURITE
ABDOMINAL EXERCISES?
Weighted straight leg raises.
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‘CONSISTENCY IS
KEY. DO NOT GET
INTIMIDATED BY
OTHER ATHLETES
OR OTHER PEOPLE’
YOUR DAD WAS IN THE ARMY?
For almost 30 years. Retired as a 1 star
General And director of Army Rugby.

WAS HE STRICT ON YOU?
He was fair. With all of us.
I have 2 older brothers.

WHAT WAS IT LIKE
GROWING UP?
Most of the traveling and moving around
as a family was when I was very young. I
was born in Cyprus, from there moved to
Australia, Germany. Makes for a good story,
but unfortunately I was too young to really
appreciate it.

FAVOURITE CHEAT DAY MEAL?
Oreo milkshake, doughnuts.

WHAT WOULD YOU SAY ARE THE
MOST IMPORTANT DO’S AND DO
NOT’S WITH TRAINING?
Consistency is key. Do not get intimidated
by other athletes or other people around
you. Keep your own vision in the forefront
of your mind.

IN GENERAL, HOW WOULD YOU
ENCOURAGE PEOPLE TO CARE
MORE ABOUT THEIR FITNESS
AND WELLBEING?

We only have one body. This is the best
instrument we will ever have. Enjoy the
process of getting fit and the reward that
comes with it. Do it for the right reasons,
for your reasons. It doesn't have to be for the
admiration of others. It runs deeper than that,
especially if you expect to see real results.

DO YOU TAKE SUPPLEMENTS? WHICH
ARE YOUR FAVOURITES AND WHY?
I take whey protein, typically LA Whey after
training sessions to help with muscle recovery
and repair as well clamping down on the cortisol
in my system post workout.
I take BCAAs during every session such as 311
BCAAs or REPO by LA Muscle, regardless of
the style of training. BCAAs allow me to recover
faster and preserve the condition of my muscle.
I also cycle with creatine, during stages of the
year. A Creatine such as Explosive Creatine
gives my muscles a fullness and added
condition.

DO YOU HAVE ANY ROLE MODELS?
Steve cook and Anthony Joshua

WHERE DOES YOUR MOTIVATION
COME FROM?
Strong desire to be the best version of myself
possible. Because of my profession, as a
personal trainer, sponsored athlete, and fitness
model, I want my physique to be the best
advertisement possible.

HOW DO YOU LIKE TO UNWIND IN
YOUR SPARE TIME?
I like to relax with a movie. I like to cycle
around London and explore new places.
I love to spend time with family and my new
baby niece Sophie.

FUTURE GOALS AND ASPIRATIONS?
Have my own gym with a team of my own
trainers. Have a successful brand,
TeamRoarFitness, that's well known.
www.teamroarfitness.com
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HOW TO GET

RIPPED
Do you want a flat stomach? I don’t know a person who
doesn’t! People spend millions, if not billions of dollars,
each year in the quest for a flat stomach. Right now there
are about 200 or more ab exercise devices out there.
There’s the ab do-it, the ab rock-it, the ab roller, the ab
dolly, and so many more that you see advertised on TV
and newspapers such as Al Waseet. You would think that
with all of these amazing new products that most people
would be walking around with that nice, lean mid-section
they’ve always wanted. Unfortunately, that’s not how it
really works.
Most, if not all of these products, will do little or nothing
to flatten your stomach. And that’s because these
exercise contraptions cannot eliminate the layer of fat
that lies on top of your abs.
In order to be successful at thinning your waistline you
must have a basic under standing of how the ab muscles
function and how your body burns fat.
The first thing that needs to be understood is the
difference between fat and muscle. Fat is excess calories
and is primarily stored in layers on top of muscle tissue.
Muscle is made up of fibers that contract or shorten to
produce movement. Fat cannot turn into muscle and
muscle cannot turn into fat! However, you can lose
muscle and you can gain fat. That’s what happens to most
people.
So if your goal is to thin your waist line and have a nice
flat stomach, the first thing you need to do is decrease /
eliminate the layers of fat that are on top of your abs. We
all have a flat stomach; it’s just some of oar’s are covered
by excess fat.
The most effective way of flattening your stomach is
a combination of strength training (with a extra focus
on mid-section), cardiovascular exercise (short, hard
workouts), and stable blood sugar (keeps you from adding
additional fat and makes it easier for the body to use body
fat for fuel).
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THE EXERCISES

sure you are training them progressively, working them
harder each time.

BICYCLE MANOEUVER

2.USE CARDIO
WORKOUTS TO
INCREASE METABOLISM

Lie flat on the floor with your lower back pressed to the
ground. Put your hands beside your head. Bring knees up
to about 45-degree angle and slowly go through a bicycle
pedal motion. Touch your left elbow to your right knee,
then your right elbow to your left knee. Keep even relaxed
breathing throughout.

CAPTAIN’S CHAIR

Stabilise your upper body by gripping the handholds and
lightly pressing your lower back against the back pad.
The starting position begins with you holding your body
up and legs dangling below. Now slowly lift your knees
in toward your chest. The motion should be controlled
and deliberate as you bring the knees up and return them
back to the starting position.

CRUNCHES ON EXERCISE BALL

Sit on the ball with your feet flat on the floor. Let the
ball roll back slowly. Now lie back on the ball until your
thighs and torso are parallel with the floor. Place hands
behind your head (or cross your arms over your chest)
and slightly tuck your chin in toward your chest. Contract
your abdominals raising your torso to no more than 45
degrees. For better balance, spread your feet wider apart.

VERTICAL LEG CRUNCH

Lie flat on the floor with your lower back pressed
to the ground. Put your hands behind your head
for support. Extend your legs straight up in the air,
crossed at the ankles with a slight bend in the knee.
Contract your abdominal muscles by lifting your torso
toward your knees. Make sure to keep your chin
off your chest with each contraction. Exhale as you
contract upward; inhale as you return to the starting
position.

Cardio workouts are important because they CAN, if done
correctly, increase your metabolism for 4-24 hours or
more! This means you are less likely to store any excess
calories as body fat because they are more likely to be
used by your elevated metabolism. Plus, you are more
likely to burn off some excess body fat.
A sample interval workout that can be done with just
about any activity such as (walking, bicycling, swimming,
stair climbing, etc.).

3.STABLE BLOOD SUGAR
IS THE KEY

And most importantly, you must stabilize your blood
sugar! This is by far the most important factor when it
comes to burning away that excess body fat and keeping
it off! To effectively stabilize your blood sugar you must
feed your body frequently; like every 2-3 hours. The key
is to give your body only what it needs at that time. Your
body burns calories 24 hours a day, so, why would you
only feed it once or twice a day? Give your body the fuel it
needs: vegetables, fruits, nuts, berries, whole grains, and
lean proteins (chicken, fish, lean beef, eggs, etc.). Along
with the right supplement stack such as the following
Diet Whey
Six Pac Pill Extreme
Sculpt
Bloat No More
Six PacToner

REVERSE CRUNCH

Lie flat on the floor with your lower back pressed to the
ground. Put your hands beside your head or extend them
out flat to your sides-whatever feels most comfortable.
Crossing your feet at the ankles, lift your feet off the
ground to the point where your knees create a 90-degree
angle. Once in this position, press your lower back on
the floor as you contract your abdominal muscles. Your
hips will slightly rotate and your legs will reach towards
the ceiling with each contraction. Exhale as you contract;
inhale as you return to the starting position.

1.YOU MUST DO SOME
FORM OF PROGRESSIVE
STRENGTH TRAINING

TRADITIONAL CRUNCH

The primary function of the ab muscle is to flex your torso
forward. However, there are also muscles that flex your
torso to the side and muscles that rotate your torso. Often
times you see people on their ab roller every day doing
hundreds of crunches or sit-ups.

Lie on your back with knees bent and feet flat on the
floor in front of you. Lie on an exercise mat rather than
hard floor to prevent back strain. Position your feet hip
distance apart. Place your hands behind your head so that
your thumbs are tucked behind your ears. Hold elbows
slightly out to the sides and keep chin pointing upward.
Curl up and forward lifting your head neck and shoulder
blades off the floor. Make sure you’re not pulling your
head forward with your hands.

If you want to effectively strengthen your stomach you
need to incorporate the following types of exercises:

The abs, are muscles just like any other and should be
worked at most 3 times per week. You also want to make
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Everyone wants bigger
and fuller arms. To achieve
them, there are some cruwcial
concepts you need take
into consideration!
The basics of biceps training
is curling your arms by flexing
at the elbow joint, using
resistance. This will improve
strength and size but won’t be
enough to create that all round
full look you are longing for.

LINA GERACI

PERSONAL
TRAINER

TRAINING
SECRETS FOR

BIGG
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ARMS

THE MAIN MUSCLES
OF YOUR ARMS

1

BICEPS, has two heads. A short one, best worked with
your arms in front of the body (preacher curls, high cable
curls…) and a long one, best worked with your arms behind
your body (incline dumbbell curls, hammer curls…)

2

BRACHIALIS, also an upper arm muscle that flexes the
arm and sits underneath the biceps muscles. Even if
it is a small muscle, because it lies underneath the biceps,
increasing its size will push the biceps up making them look
fuller and bigger. Best worked with your arms in a neutral
position (hammer curls…)

3

BRACHIORADIALIS, is the largest muscle of your
forearm. It sits atop your forearm and crosses the elbow
joint. It is involved in some elbow flexion movements
and is best worked with overhand grip movements (reverse
grip curls…)
Working all four muscles instead of just concentrating
on your biceps will give you an overall fuller, bigger look.
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THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND WHEN TRAINING YOUR ARMS
Start with the exercise that allows you to work
with the heaviest weight. Consider which
exercise can you perform with more weights, for
instance hammer curls or barbell curls? I guess the
barbell curls wins on that quest so that is what you
will start with.

CHOOSE A
WEIGHT THAT IS
CHALLENGING

Choose a weight that is challenging, not the
same old one that allows you to comfortably
reach your ten reps each and every arm day. You
have just started your arm workout, your muscle
fibres are fresh and can take the load so bring it on!
Do an appropriate warmup then hit those biceps
with a weight to manage about 6 reps before
reaching failure for 3-4 sets, then continue with
a weight that allows you 8-12 reps for the rest of
your workout.
Hit both bicep heads by flexing your arms
in different starting positions, both in front
and behind your body line. Think preacher curls
where your arms are clearly positioned in front
of your body hitting the short head and an incline
dumbbell curl where your arms are hanging down
beside and behind your bodyline, hitting the
long head.
Use different hand
positions. By using
a wide underhand
grip on a barbell curl,
the emphasis of
the contraction is
felt more on the
inside of your
biceps, therefore
stimulating the

short head. On the contrary when using a narrow
underhand grip on a barbell curl, the emphasis is
more on the outside of your biceps, stimulating the
long head instead.
Do chin-ups for a multi joint biceps exercise
to build mass. Working biceps only engages
one joint, the elbow. In order to engage more
joints and work your arms harder, a chin-up is a
good example as it works your lats and biceps and
engages both elbows and shoulder joints.
Isolate the muscle with concentration curls or
preacher curls. The fact that you are resting
your arm against your inner thigh or a bench,
totally eliminates any chance of momentum
meaning all the work is done by your biceps. This
also means you need to use a smaller weight in
order to maintain good form. Keep your elbows
locked when performing biceps curls to maximise
the tension on your bicep muscles rather than
taking your shoulders into question to perform the
exercise.
Blast your brachialis, that upper arm muscle
that lies underneath you biceps and will
therefore make your arms look bigger by increasing
its size. As mentioned before, exercises with a
neutral hand position, palms facing each other,
works this muscle best. This hand position also
engages the brachioradialis, which is the biggest
forearm muscle making it the perfect transition
exercise from upper to lower arm exercises.
Don’t forget to work your forearms,
they are part of your arms and will
assist in achieving the overall full
look. As a smaller muscle, leave
the forearms to last. If you try
to work them first you will find
some limitations in working your
biceps as they assist in most of
the arm exercises. If they are
already exhausted you will
therefore not be able to curl
as much weight in your main
biceps workout.
Remember that your biceps are also
assisting in any back exercises. Some
people like to train back and biceps on the same
day referring to it as “pulling day”. As the smaller
muscle group, keep in mind to work your biceps
after working your back. If working back and
biceps on different days, keep at least two days
between them preferably as your biceps would
already be exhausted if you would attempt to train
them the day after back day.
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HERE ARE SOME
GREAT BICEPS EXERCISES
●INCLINE DB HAMMER CURLS
●INCLINE DB INNER BICEP CURLS
●EZ BAR CURLS
●WIDE GRIP STANDING BB CURLS
●ZOTTERMAN CURLS
●BB CURLS ( WIDE GRIP AND
NARROW GRIP)
●B CURLS
●PREACHER HAMMER CURLS
●OVERHEAD CABLE CURLS

DON’T FORGET
ABOUT
YOUR BACK

Even though the muscles of your
back are the prime movers on back
day, your biceps help move the weight
as well. That’s why so many lifters train
both muscle groups on the same day,
sometimes called a “pull day” workout.
You can arrange your split so that you
train biceps after back on the same
day (never before back—always train
the larger muscle group first), but don’t
do a biceps day immediately after back
day since your biceps would already be
fatigued. There’s any number of ways
to split these body parts at least two
days from each other, but keep your
back in mind when devising your training split.

UPPER ARM ANATOMY

READY… STEADY…GO GET
SOME GUNS! BANG!

BY LINA GERACI
PERSONAL TRAINER, NUTRITION ADVISOR,
FITNESS ASSESSOR
FOLLOW ME ON FACEBOOK
LINA LOMBARDO GERACI
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SLIMMING AND
DIET PROTEIN
PROVEN FOR
WEIGHT LOSS

BEST

MUSCLE
BUILDER

DIET WHEY
●39g of pure LA Whey protein per serving
– the best 100% whey protein powder
on the market

●Not over-processed, so the protein
is 100% intact and not denatured in
any way

●Contains 1g Thermoxen per serving

●Triple filtrated protein to remove
all impurities

●Quick-dried Glucomannan which is
ultra-pure
●The Strawberry and Raspberry flavour
contains delicious real fruit pieces
●All amino acids and BCAAs essential for
maximum muscle growth and strength
●Unisex product Ideal for men and women
looking to sculpt a lean physique
●Virtually no saturated fats

WINNER!

Men’s Health

●High Biological Value of 159+ which
means you don’t have to use as much
(more cost effective than cheaper
proteins)
●Super-nitrogen-depositing power,
meaning protein synthesis is increased
and more protein turns to muscle

You have never experienced anything like
Diet Whey, that is a 100% guarantee. It is
delicious, creamy, instant mixing, high in
protein and allows you to burn fat whilst
building muscle. Diet Whey can be used by
anyone wanting to build lean muscles and
keep body fat levels low and it can also be
used by those who want to lose weight. It is
especially super-effective for rapid weight
loss when you supplement one meal and
one snack per day with Diet Whey.

TRY DIET WHEY TODAY. THERE ARE OTHER
COPY-CAT AND “ME-TOO” DIET PROTEINS OUT
THERE BUT ONLY DIET WHEY HAS BEEN SCIENTIFICALLY
PROVEN TO AID WEIGHT LOSS.

Supplements
Awards

There is only one supplement in the world that can quite
literally get you big in one dose and that is Vasculator.
When you take Vasculator before your workouts, it acts to
increase pumps, vascularity and muscle definition instantly.
The results can be FELT and SEEN within minutes. No other
supplement can do this! Vasculator is the winner of the
“Best muscle supplement” in the prestigious Men’s Health
Supplements Awards.

THE ONLY SUPPLEMENT WITH ALL
4 PROVEN BLOOD FLOW PUMP AGENTS

Vasculator is GUARANTEED to give you the most amazing
pumps in and out of the gym. Without the “pump” and
proper muscle contraction, you will struggle to build
maximum muscle size. Vasculator guara ntees that you get
that elusive full muscle contraction each and every time.
This is crucial if you want real results and fast.
Common areas to pump up are the arms, chest, back,
shoulders and legs. Vasculator really is something
completely different and very unique.

IT WORKS BY EXPANDING BLOOD
NOT BY WATER RETENTION

The beauty of Vasculator is that it works just like or even
better than Creatine and it does it by not having anything
to do with water balance/retention in your body. This is
why Vasculator is such an amazing product as firstly it
can be taken by competitive body builders even on the
day of competition and secondly it can be taken alongside
Creatine to give you double the results.
Vasculator enables more blood to be pumped into your
muscles. This blood carries with it, oxygen, proteins, carbs
and nutrients. The more pumped you get, the stronger and
more muscular you will get over long term.

●Powerful weight loss meal replacement
- just replace one meal a day with 2
scoops of Diet Whey

●High potassium-sodium ratio, to relieve
and reduce water retention,
helping expose those six pack abs!

VASCULATOR

MASSIVE ADVANTAGE
BY WORKING INSTANTLY

HURRY,

THIS IS A ONE-OFF
AND WILL NOT
BE REPEATED.

The huge advantage of Vasculator over other products is
that it gives you almost instant results. If you regularly go
to the gym and get a pump every now and then, you will be
completely astonished by Vasculator’s immediate power.
This product has been designed to get to work instantly and
make you and those around you see and feel the results.
Your gym friends and on-lookers will not recognise you...we
promise! You will look like you are a “real” body builder as
opposed to some underweight guy working out!

COMPLETELY NATURAL

Vasculator is a completely natural product and can be
taken by IOC athletes as well as natural bodybuilders. This
really is a hardcore body building product so is best suited
to those training with heavy weights on a regular basis.
Competitive bodybuilders MUST take this product on
competition day or they will regret it! You can’t go on stage
without the extra size & pumps.
LA Muscle were the first company to bring you Citrulline
into the UK. You find this and many more powerful
ingredients in Vasculator - give it a try and see what a REAL
pump product is all about!

WIN

A GREAT PRIZE!
If you see any of the
LA Muscle Cars, take a photo
and upload with hashtag #lamuscle
to Instagram for a chance to win
one of 100 prizes worth up to £100.

SOFIA SHAMIMI

INSTAGRAM:@SOFIASHAMIMI

